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“Feminist”Theoretical・ Inq出 iesand "IR” 
Anna M. Agathangelou and Heather M.すurcotte

おrkUπiversity, Toronto and University of Connecticut, Storrs 

Introduction 

feminist International Relations (IR), in all i岱 multiplicities,is a political project that 
critiques, exposes, and町四sformsthe (re)production of knowledge and practice 
Jlithin the discipline of “IR”and the arena of “world politics.＇’Beginning with these 
epistemological principles, we look at the discipline of “IR”and its dぽeringmajor 
heoretical inquiries (e.g., realism, liberalism, constructivism, posts釘ucturalism,and 
;postcolonialism) to inquire the ways feminism(s) and IR have arisen intimately, in 
.identity, alliance, or antagonism to each other, and to explore under what conditions 
必eylink to one another today. For instance, what has international relations meant 
when women, gender, sexuality, class, and race have been introduced as largely unex-
amined questions or contested categories of analysis? How have feminism(s) and their 
(racial formations been constituted in the process of being“globalザ’ and"locally” 
positioned in the field? More specifically, this essay discusses dif王eringfeminist IR 
epistemologies to highlight the in出 caciesof global power出atprivilege some global 
~bodies while eliding and exploiting others. The histories of feminist IR necessitate a 
transnational attention to race, class, gendeむandsexual砿 esof powerぉ partof 
global politics and the discipline of IR. This essay foregrounds women of color, queer 
:Of color.，紅idtransnational feminismsお themselvessites of critical inquiry and col-
;lectivεpractice that have been instrumental in fostering anticolonial担 dantiracist 
.theory, method, and practice -both generally, and specifically in relationship to 
'eminist”and “IR”work. 

Fe凶 nistInterna註onalRelatio田宝'heories

Within global politics, pa出紅chydominates insti凶 tionsof power and there continues 
:;to exist an as戸nme位icalgender international division of labor. Even after women 
1~ave，也rough many s凶器lesand transnational moveme凶 throughoutthe world, 
7出adesignificant gains, they still lag behind in accessing public resources for the 
.welfare of themselves, their families and communities. Yet, women are not the only 
i印可ec臼 thatare marginalized wi也inglobal politics. Marginalization and segregation 
cぉ aprocess encompぉsesall genders, albeit differently depending on their location 
(iム class,racial markin_gs, sexual identifications). These segregations of peoples into 

ム＼ぉ戸nme凶calsocial relations are informed by and inform gender and feminist theory 
にお aconstitutive force. In other words, gendeむお amateriality (i.e., social relation) 
.・and a category of analysis, is an axis of power that both locates and contributes to 
＇也edetermination of who can access what resources under what conditions and how 
'Within international relations practice and theories. 
-,-.,Fe凶 nistir巾 rnationalrelatio悶 theorieshave historical砂pro吋dedir巾 rve凶 on

insigh岱 into the embedded as｝沼立imetric必 gender relations of global politics, 
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particularly in areas such as security, state-nationalism, rights-citizenship, and global 
po出 caleconomies (Peterson 1991, 2003; Pet泊四 1996;Whitworth 1997). Yet, despite 
恥 historiesof struggle to incre蹴 証 役entionto gender anal戸is,an'ci wome:i' in 

~：~~~~~~’＝~~n:~~；~よな~~：.；r;;’ ~~~ed~~~~~ ｝~a~~e f~＇：~~~~－ ~：，：官：t
femini山 suchぉ Youngs(2004:75; 2008) who unpacks出epro印 s拙出atr巴1ふte
宇ministinterr 

(i.e., malestream) of international relations without engaging the reぉons“women
and gender are‘essential’to understanding the world 'we’live in，＇’this ess叩 first,
argues that feminism(s) and IR is p~rt and parcel of a larger power struggle叩 dせms
its genealogy and its spatial embodnnent cannot be understood outside thes巴 S釘＂！！－

~~sfuSee~~~~＇r w~8~~~~~t~~gi~~：~~~：：~d~~~ ~~~口：~e~~i慌：y：~l~uia~
~i~ぬrical砂 focused mos~y on (inter)state relatio同 waζconflict,anarchy, and order, 
it is no surprise that mamstreむnanalyses in IR study power without problematizii【押

誌官笥~~~~官忠：誌なご；官誌記n~~おi：：で；，~1:~詑~
m叩 ytimes也isprocessぉsumes 出町 ~o 枇s being too unified and independent 
of each _other’s formation. In addition, this segregation disenables us from紅白叫atimr

立2立な；~~：~~~~~~~t口~~~~＝~°； ~o~~~~~c：，泣行為’；~3!s~
:ee：~s ！~rn::ism(s）出 IR！…isen inti立iately,in ident同町二位antagonism

What has international relations meant when women, gender, sexuality,，組drace 
have been in位odu山cedお l紅 g巴lyunexa:立led ~ues討ons or non 悶府J叫 f，干

of analysis? I王owhave fem 

~~；：弘～主：f；：：：ζ：：：；2包~ti~l~~~lぷ·；~~；~y;e：エJ；；宮；：ご：；~o~e芯
~ave expo~芭d 鼠 a毛お a masculinised or males悦 amform of knowledge1’ which allows 
ltぬ conむnueuncriticallyぉsuming“genderhierarchies (both between men and 
:omen and between men through competing masculini由 s）” whichultimately are 
cons tit凶 .veof the political realities on which鼠 self.consciouslv focuses" (Hdooer 
2001 cited in Squires and Weldes 2007:189-90). Male町 earnaムdm山町－~am 訂E
used interchangeably by feminists in IR and refer to也eways dominant debates (iム
realism and liberalism）初出e_field ended upおcusingon sovereign弓恥 inter~tate
system, and the market and their contingent constitution of order as if these s釘uctures
do not have a gender. Although these interstate relations are important and dominate 
eve巧daydiscourses, these perspectives tend to create a proble~atic sense of homo-
geneity of all s出 esand markets of the (inter)national state s官 官 同rewhich is 
ch紅acterize~ not only by patriarchy but also neocolonial factors. Therefore, these 
dominant d恥ursiveregimes evaae that ideぉ likesocial transformation even when 
chanted by d班erentgovernments ~ay not be understood in the same way by men 
and/ or women. More specifically, thIS essay examines differing feminist IR epistemcト
logies to highlight也ein出caciesof global power伽 tprivilege some global bodies 
while elid加gand exploiting others. It foregrounds the intellectual and γ＞ractical labors 
and con拍 1比ionsof women of color femi必sms,qu町 of凶 orf~~inisr叫同s
national feminisms，四dβminis開 ofcritical geograph加（Massey1994; Md住 民ck2006; 
Agathangelou and Turco!:te 2009) as themselve~ sites of critical inquiry and collective 
practice that have been mstrumental in fosterm9 anticolonial and antiracist theoぺ
method, and p凶 ice一bo出 F怒巴ral
‘IR" work. Finan予thisessay discusses some of the struggles feminist IR continues to 
engage in, and expl必nshow these S位ugglesinform and are informed by the dichか
to凶 zationsand segregations of global politics. 
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A Spatial Location of Feminist IR 

In a 2004 article Youngs begins a spatial description of what she identifies as feminist 
IR. She argues that it is a set of principles (i.e., an approach）せiatrecognize也Edi vi” 

sions of the field; a set of theoretical合ames仕iatattempt to E却凶nthe inters回te
system; a discipline that focuses mostly on what it comes to identify as issues to be 
studied by IR theoris臼； anda practice that embodies power dynamics in the world. 
Feminists and/ or those theorists that problematize the masculine su句ect,i怨 produc-
tion, and its masculinized approach of world politics desired to disrupt these dominant 
mぉculinepower d戸幻滅csof the field and of itぉ apractice. However, as Youngs 
highlights, mainstream/ malestreむnIR has comeぬ constituteitself by consistently 
relegating feロtlnismto an inferior status. This spatial division of feminist IR and 
malestream IR poin岱 tot11e power d戸1ぉnicswithin the field and also its major 
technologies of powe工Accordingto Youngs (2004:77), 

am可orpart of the problem is the way in which the mainstream takes the appearance 
of a predomin田 tlymale-constructed reali匂お agiven，回d伽 sas the beginning and 
end of investigation and knowledgeゐuilding[ ... ] Mainstre釘nInternational Relations, 
in accepting也氏becausethese realms [i.e., w叫 staterelations, order, etc.] appe訂 to
be predomin註ntlyman-mad巴， thereis no reぉonto ask how or why出atis the case, stop 
short of taking account of gender. As longぉ thosewho adhere-to this position continue 
・ to accept the sufficiency_ of出eappearances and probe no fu池町出回 the ontological 
and epistemological limitations will continue to be reproduced. 

';'How.，出en,and taking seriously what Youngs argues, challenge the、ufficiencyand 
appearances”and redefine epistemologically at least the terms of the debates, includ” 

ing the punc出at告dtheoretical li立li岱 ofthe discipline? 
International Relations as a field, discipline，出idsite of contestation of power 

(Agathangelou in press) has been one of the last fields to open up to gender antl 
feminist analyses. One of the reasons for this“lag”is the intertwinement that social 
science has had with international insti回tionslikewith the United Nations and its 
dominant role in the formation of foreign policy. In the 1980s and 1990s some 
scholars engaged wi白血is“lack”ofanalysis and started askingめoutwomen’s lives 
in international relations. Among those texts, now classics ofせiefield, are Jean Bethke 
Elshtain’s Women and War (1987), G戸ithiaEnloe’s Baηanas, Beaches and Bases ( 1989) , 
and Anne Sisson Runyan and V. Spike Peterson’s‘τ'he Radical Future of Realism" 
published in Alternatives (1991). Other significant t巴X岱 thathave affected泣iefield 
出 dchallenged its internal and external conceptual boundaries are J. Ann Tickner’s 
白ηderin International Relatz・ons:Feminist Perspectivιs on Achieving Global Securiり（1992),
V. Spike Peterson and Anne Runyan’s Global Gender Issues (1993), Christine 卸vester’S
feminist Theory and International R.elations iπa Postmodern Era (1994), and Cynthia 
Weber's piece titled“Good Girls, Little Girls, and Bad Girls”（1994）.“While they are 
very different in their approach, they are united by seeking to rethink IR’s basic 
par羽 neters”（Wibben2004:98). 
Much of this work and tl1e most recent work in IR by feminis臼 hasbeen divided 

analytically (i.e., liberal feminism, empirical feminism, and s包ndpointfeminism), 
chronologically, epistemologically, and/ or generationally and on princ如les.What is 
significant is that such divisions are political and with consequential effects on出E

way IR出 aginesand“does”itself. Feminists such as Enloe (1989) focused on bringing 
in and highlighting women’s lives and experiences in international relations and, start-
ing in the 1980s, made powe品rl.andimpo口antせieoreticalgestures to the development 

.. of feminist IR, which opened up multiple possibilities for understanding security, 
conflict, waむandthe state that were pre吋ouslybeing silenced by mainstream IR. 

一一一一一一一一一一一一一一…一…十一一一一…一一 一一一一一一一一一一一
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Enloe wぉ oneof the first theorists within IR to ask‘可陀ere訂 ethe women？” and 
to go against the canonical grain to illuminate unders包ndingsof the intersectional・
ities of power within militaristic discourses and practices that reproduce the state, 
mi五回勾， andundεrst呈ndingsof security in monolithic ways. Her works were among 
the first in IR to draw attention to questions of race, gender, and sexuality within出e
conversations of the global political economy of war and militarization, particularly 
in areas of the Global South. For these interventions, Enloe hぉ beenimperative 
to出egrowth of feminist IR literature, as wellぉ泣ieslowly changing face of mairト
stream IR. 

Enloe’s work has rightly ges回 redto the idea that state四 dmilitaη＇po日ticsare 
performed upon the site of women’s bodies in a multitude ofvioient ways. In short, 
the nation builds itself upon bodies of women. Enloe’s analysis suggests that出Eco任

tradictory approaches by the state and miおta勾 thatrepresent womenぉ binaries,
some to be protect1巴d（“＇wives,daughters, mothers and sweeせie紅 ts"),otheお tob巴印刷oited
（“prostitutes/ c釘npfollowers") and rightly so，訂ea means toおsertcontrol over 
women throughout various geopolitical teηitories. However, and as others have ar思ied
in feminist IR (Runyan and Peterson 1991), these binaries訂 epart of a modernist 
epistemology which is infoロnedby modernity/enlightenment theorizations which 
articulate particul訂 subjects(mostly male and white) as the universal subjec岱 of
change, civilization and ord伐 andother su埼ec岱， suchas women，お S町 agesdeserv-
ing violence and/ or education to become incorporatedぉ legitimatemembers of the 
world order. Enloe’s intervention exposed a binary central to the military’s formation 
and consolidation of power. Yet, the logic employed by Enloe seems to be itself based 
on a binary which si回ateswoman within a space of either vulnerability and/or vic-
timization. She expl必nsthat US military bases exploit non-US women by creating a 
market for prostitution and vulnerabilities to rape and disease (Enloe 1983). On the 
other side of the binary, military wives訂 Eprotected by the milita巧， yetth巴Yexperience 
various forms of physical, emotional, and sexual abuse because of their“dependence" 
upon their husbands that isolates them from the possib辺itiesof forming relations 
outside the household. Enloe highlights some of the contradictions of US mili包勾F
practice, enabling us to articulate a more nuanced unders包ndingof women and 
protection/security. Enloe argues that such contradictions/tensions consolidate the 
power of th巴 militaηasa collective body (pp. 46-78). In addition to illustrating this 
division and/or construction of women on which the militaηF depends to consolidate 
its power institutionally, which ultimately also allows for other kinds of violence against 
women，忍nloe’swork can be readぉ abs紅actingむidcollapsing bodies which are located 
on different axes of power suchぉ sexuality,race, clぉs,religion, nationali勾 and
regionality into one body of exploitation. This may end up making invisible power 
relations among women themselves as they are embodied dependinl? on other axes 
of power. Consequently, Enloe’s reading of women as vic自ns(in a universal manner) 
may contribute to collapsing power to a“mono目白”せiatworks the sぉneeveηrwhere, 
an analytic that may also prevent us 合omattending to the anatomy of global power 
and those "exceptions”出atcannot be accommodated as easily. Thus, this analytic 
may foreclose spaces for a collaborative fe凶 nistpolitics that is interested in change 
and soおdaritywork (Turcotte 2006). 
Enloe further explains that racist and sexist understandings of the m巡回勾（white,

male, heterosexual) have become both norτnalized and paradoxical within the actions 
of mili徐rymen. On the one hand, it wぉ clearwhich women were to be protected 
(white, US, married) and which women were to be exploited (brown, pooζforeign); 
but, on the other hand，ぉwithany categorical formulation, there were contradictions 
却 dexceptions. For example, Enloe discusses how a white US soldier ma同組ga 
woman of color complicated也eways m巡tarymen read women’s bodies which fur出er
informed their relationship to women; "A race relations officer recalls that 初出E
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~~~；~~：~a: ；~：~::i::t~d~e~yp~：：品~~r;i誌記i~~~a:~：i主民主：~~~
ou1%~よ二三ご弘法＂c~~· ~；）s~en in Enloe's example of a mili問 manof col 

：：器盟出摺器i~ ； 
~：i；ぜ：：工：~託：fr~玄言%i~ ；：：~：二可：：：：~~~（~記：~fa~~）~立；；，t！~~よ： 
ex店一1巴sthemselves seem to point to the tensions 下ractical” and “politic＿~，l＇’ sites of 

:::::i~；，n :s；：~i~； f:0~i~i主主主tth；~~~~wi；~j:!e~~~足立：：；~·~：：；＇nn~~ 
violence a一空nstwomen, their children, and thei~ commumtles. 
0伽f~悩ts such as]. Ann Tickner (1蛾：以－x)pushed出eboundaries of出e

認可足立忠告さ；.~~~~~；私立な；~~~~~r ;;n~；i~：~ts1:;,!tb~i~~ 
absence in the worlds of diplomacy and milit抑制foreignpolicy叩 .king？”すickner’s
questioning pushed the field to engage beyond its mainstream theoretical approaches 
by centralizin広womenas a legitimate object of analysis which opened up the space 
to ret11ink “~~alis的” dominant unders凶 dingof S附 re凶 ons.In introducing 

盟主主患部出世田空ilieir focus remain on the military，位iestate, foreign policy and presumεd extensiveケ
positivist epistemologies, they came to be relegated to the mai削 treamof feminist IR 

出口！と明記c~~：~~~~二三ぶ~~tn；需品a~paf~，；民間；：；
“other”feminisms with agendぉ白atrriove us beyond “making ilie world a better place 

~~ ；~~：s~·~e~~~~noj~，出~~e~en＇芯·~~:e~~~~n~~出；誌なお認；~~~
%;ir construction”（Chacko 2007:9). Wぉ泊 understandingof the山竺ofnatu~etお
a irendered site (re)animating and displacing the violence 会omsome women，尚一E

ふobjectof山 dy,into those o加 s(i.e., fe出泌氏d)ofi時四ationalr出 tions,those 

'in ili;J state of n斗ure”and/orp出 iitivesocieties,. id出・
Cohn, a stancl~oint feminist, (1990) calls for a pnnc1pled feminist eili~~s that reco守

山 sthat r: hen mena like war are gendered; that叩 inq期制cen凶 izeswomens 
lives in g ndered phenomena like war is crucial and is“a central tenet of feminist 
meiliodolol!Y ［.・］ [I]n ilie context of war，‘women's lives’has two primary referent;:: 
ilie work ＇！~men do and批 distinctivebodily assaults W訂泊flictson women ; 

忠忠明記i::r~al：~~ta~~＇~d n~~：~.：~~t：：：~~~~；i：：%~~~~~~i：己主；；：
組問主主~：？§Eif~~~：~出J全部：£
tori es. N己neof us speaks from nowh明白ereis no仲間勾勺同at1~a; be ~~en 

詑守護鵠諜岩部：：；~帯主~~：五~~~i~~t~on where one山 nds,and this批 wdi質問 dep_en必ngon one's gen仇 cultu~e, race, 
clぉs,and other factors. Crucial as剖 scons宮町包由t/feministinterventlon was, however, 
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it still tookぉ itsstarting point the state of nature, the most cen位altenet informing 
much of the work of realists, liberals, and constructi市白 inIR (Ho妊治an1977, 1981; 
Wendt 1992), especially when the material links between the vantage point of women’s 
lives and the knowledges are not exp！必ned(Hennessy 1995). 

In 1989 Keohane invited those st叩 dpointfeminists in the field (ignoring other 
feminists who have long before the IR feminists engaged with issues of power and 
phenomena like war) to engage these phenomena and draw on empiricist feminis岱
who c叩 pointto examples and cぉesof women who訂 Ebeing ignored by IR. Howeveむ
he also suggested in the s釘nearticle也atむiempiricist feminist is in danger of 
committing“the analytical error of re均inga stylized‘pa凶 archalstate’or‘interstate 
system’”（cited in Wibben 2004:101). Keohane’s work and those empiricist feminists 
that he thinks standpoint feminists can benefit 企omdo not necessarily pay close 
attention to出eeffect of their theoretical frames and discourses and “the impact 
of observation itself on the o対ectof study, the instability and contextual陀 Iativityof 
concep岱， andthe absence of approaches that can accommodate the ever-changing 
parameters of international relations”（Wibben 2004:101). 

Keohane exemplifies the social scientist whose primary goal is objective science組 d
“disciplinary coherence，＇’ and consequently he defends his position which ends up 
allowing him to see and articulate posむnodernfeminist approaches as a“dead end 
in the study of international relations" and consequently as a site of knowledge that 
deserves his derision and exclusion, and the same企omthose feminists he deems 
legitimate. As a social scientist, and especially one informed by ideas mostly informed 
by“social contrac包ri叩 thoughtand early British social阻 thropology”（Chacko
2007:131-40), he believes in the separation of science and politics, a segregation 
challenged and disrupted by critical and feminist IR theorists.“The destiny of Modern 
M叩 Wぉ bifurcated:scientistsぉ scientistswere not to meddle in politics;, political, 
economic, and social administrators were not to shape the cognitive direction of 
scientific inquiry'’（Harding 1991:223). Weber, a post-positivist, that is, a theorist whose 
f加 neworkchallenges metanarratives and universalism and consequently rejects all-
encompぉsingstories that claim to explain the international systemぉ awhole, argues 
that neither realism nor liberalism could be the full story. She challenges Keohane’s 
approach by first focusing on how power is constituted through the discourses that 
he employs. She states that Keohane does not interrogate his ownぉsumptionsand 
“imp訂 tiallyobserves and records his observations [ ... ] [His] way of seeing constitutes 
the feminist body of literatureぉ thatwhich is to be seen but not heard 合om,unless 
its voice(s) is/are mediated through Keohane’s interpretations”（Weber 1994:338). 
Weberar伊 esthat feminists 、cknowledge[ ... ] the tensions and complications [adopt-
ing particular perspectives] creates, [feminists] welcome rather than attempt to 
constrain the richly transformative visions looking through feminist lenses enables" 
(p. 339). 
Others like Anne Sisson Runyan and V. Spike Peterson who draw not only on IR 

literature but also on IPE and radical, socialist, and posむnodernfeminists have呈rgued
that the debates and segregations in the field of IR have been defined extensively 
and in relation to tl1e dominant field of realism and its mりorunderstanding of order. 
They state：“realism does not expect rationality to prevail in interstate relations (any 
more than it is expected in paなiarchaldiscourse to exist in 'woman’L so it, too, must 
advocatεstrong and coercive measures to町 tobring madness and hysteria under 
・man's' control. Thus, the pa仕iarchalconstruction of ‘woman’as a site of disordeζ 
ぬichmust be treated and tamed to conform to the dictates of ‘femininity’as a con-
rolled identity, haunts the realist formulation of man/state vs. mad/states”（Runyan 
md Peterson 1991:69). For these theorists the“where are the women？＇’ research 
tgenda wぉ日出血igand pushed to investigating how practices both wi出inIR as a 
ield and also within everyday international relations訂 eshaped by gendeζwhich 
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disciplinaηr knowledge, as well as仕ieepistemological approaches within a discipline. 
While one explicit struggle within the discipline has been to intervene in R’s elision 
of gendered power relations (see, e.g., Enloe 2007), feminist IR also has a contested 
history of canonizing certain forms of feminismぉ legitimateand othersぉ 吋eaction”
a勾” tofeminist noロm of knowledge exchange. 
The s汀ugglesaround mainstreaming mark what we call power contestations not 

only about the constitution of R，ぉ afield, discipline, and practice (Agathangelou 
and Ling 2004b; Agathangelou in press), but also contes包tionsfor other po出 co-
economic relations (Parpart and Zalewski 2008). Raising the inferior status of feminism 
within IR，せiatis, making possible也emainstreaming of gender and feminism, requires 
multiple centers of power and multiple m訂 ginalities.These ins抽出nals出 gglesfor 
recognition through exclusion may themselves perpetuate similar exploitative relation-
ships of drawing boundaries around legi白紙academicand other institutional orders. 
For instance, many feminists in other areぉ havearticulated the ways mainstream 
privilege has relied and continues to rely on the silencing and appropriation of 
difjerence; it is grounded in relations of domination. Much of the time, what has been 
assumed as legitimate“feminist IR" came to be produced仕iroughcomplex～arto幽

graphies of s古河gle”（Moh回匂 1991)that opened simultaneously specific spaces to 
create the conditions of solidari匂butalso simultaneously made possible segregation 
within i臼 borders,the disciplines and global politics. In engaging, listening and 
wri也igthese s官ugglesrequires us to recognize the following: feminisms, feminist政，

and IR are in也natelylinked仕iroughdisciplinary s位ugglesand larger geopolitical 
町 ugglesof world affairs and thus necessitate knowledge t巴汀ainsattentive to 仇tersec-
tional (Crenshaw 1995) and oppositional (Sandoval 1991) genderεd s町uggles(i.e., race, 
sexuality, nation, class, religion, and gender i闘 If).

Femin出 m.and Gendered International Relatio田（Gffi.)

A vexed qu~stion for GIR debates出at.emerged in the Bn・tおhJournal of Politics and 
International Relations is the relationship between feminist and gendered釦 alyses.
Feminism has always been explicitly political as it aims to realize fund釘nen匂I住ans齢

formations in as戸nme釘icaland hierarchized gender relations and the shifts in exist-
ing power relations in support of women. GIR“advocates promise to broaden the 
various women’s questions in feminist IR into gender questions, which ge岱 menand 
masculinities squarely into the gender picture and moves gender analysis away from 
the margins to the centre of IR. GIR questions the necessity of f国 ningmasculini匂
studies around effects on only women or gender relations that affect women”（Zalewski 
et al. 2008:162). For this reason, feminist research renders註regendered nature of 
I/international R/relations visible, making the emergence of GIR possible (see, e.g吋

Enloe 1983, 1989; Pa中artand Staudt 1989; Tickner 1992; Sylvester 1994). However, 
while an earlier generation of feminist IR’s labor却 dstruggles have made this pursuit 
of GIR possible, the one is not synon戸nouswith the other. Zalewski’s (2007b) discus-
sion of the state of the discipline co吋uresup older feminist engagements with IR, 
its relation to gender, and i岱 contemporarγcontributions.In “Do We Understand 
Each Other Yet? Troubling Feminist Encounters wiせrInternational Relations”（2007a), 
Zalewski ar思1esfor且 feminist-informed・approachto international politics research 
and suggests that such analyses should ideally be viewed s討中Iyぉ IRscholarship, 
rather出 回 aspart of a m訂 ginalsubset of the mainstream discipline. From this 
perspective the distinction between G鼠 andIR would collapse, with the concerns of 
也ediscipline itself being釘宮isformedby fe凶 nistinsights叩 d担 alysis.In other words, 
feminist IR is cotenninous with GIR and not something Other than or in response 
to the real IR. Feminist IR, for Zalewski, needs to move through the constant fight 
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to prov，巴 i岱tぜ阻d包lkback to mainstreむnIR because such conversations soli-''"-
－ s出中m of domination inst邑adof回 nsおrmati陀 politic In an her ve悶加e'
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~ expl包 nsthat 

feminism “begins”（is born), we “know”by definition (lite凶 Iy)what it "is": usually women, 
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all hおおotqUite gone accordmg to （血efeminist) plan. (Zalewski et al. 2008:155) 

Zalewski raises some crucial concerns for our unders除ndingsof feminisms and inter-
nation.al relations. More s~ecificall昇 she is arguing也atfeminisms begin with its own 
~ommrtmen岱 and own対srons叩 dyet, in the relation with IR it has changed. This 
f刊山eads山 ther市 ionsof“nos吟icse吋 rg”叫／…hatwe war山町田E

nere rs a recaptunng of static“feminist吋sion.”Zalew必 poin岱 toa logic that5~e 
want to紅 gueis a logic也atpresumes that the object of desire of feminism is non-
change功leev:n :"hen clearly th~ entry of femir削 insightsand modalities in IR was 
合omthe begmnmg a contestation of some of出edominant, neverせreless,com.” 

盟主i出提言語主主＆l；~~~器：~~悦i器rt goes about四 sweringthem.＇’.1:hese conversations within journals like Millennium 
illu位 atethe s~ggles tI副長rmru路間 stillembodying but more so to the process 
of marginalization as a constitutive element of the“discipline as a whole.” P 
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approaches mam~~s a perceived divide and an im抑制bilityof feminist IR as IR 
戸ぜ苧ministIR rs出 ownentity rather than exi的 rgwi也知組dalongside of虫、
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marginalized are the most likely victims of war and the n・egative effects of economic 
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alteriち1of feminist IR when, in fact, mamstreむnIR is able to articulate i岱elfas such 
precisely because of the years of feminist work and .struggles.τ'he power吋 ectories
between feminist IR and IR are not one哨 aytrajectones, nor訂 ethey contained wi出 n

~~；~e~：日：主むefyri~o1:~~cr~~己主主~；~； ~~~w~：~~苦s~＝＝：~：I~i
まrehistories of exchange between the two sites. These struggles of as戸nmeむなal
;tan di可 wi白inIR are di年凶t,highly con出匂dand varied対出indi廷ere耽 sites
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ir9ductrve powers of a discipline and epistemological insights. Works such as Enloe 
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(1983), MacKinnon (1989), Peterson (1991), Tickner (1992), Sylves町（1994),and 
Steans (1998) made necess釘 yand productive interventions into the masculinist 
constructions and practices of world politics. Each of these theorists made gender 
and sexual inequalities explicit within the theories and practices of the state, and 
other in副知tionssuch as the field of IR, and created new frames of analysis enabling 
generations of scholars to embody a feminist critique and pedagogical practice that 
centered gender and sexual difference wi出ina pa回archicalsystem of knowledge 
exchange. Out of these struggles and contestations of IR's marginalization of feminism, 
women, gender and sexuality and in relationship to activist and policy movements to 
“mainstream gender," dif王erentarticulations of feminist, neo-feminist and nonfeminist 
perspectives of gender have prol出国tedthroughout IR, suggesting gender analysis 
is not necess訂 ilycontained within a feminist合ameworkand can be articulated 
wiせ1di笠erentpolitical mobilizations. Works such as Keohane (1998), Carpenter (2002, 
2003), Caprioli (2003, 2004, 2005), and Jones (2008) develop through mainstream 
and feminist tensions and result in the denial of feminist practices and visions for 
出esuccess of gender analysis. Nonfeminist articulations of gender analysis suggest 
that gender can be found紅 rdmeasured in the everyday practice of international 
relations and can be analyzed in ways也atmay, but not necessarily, ascribe to feminist 
sensibilities or a radical feminist project of anti-imperialism (see, e.g・， Locher and 
Pnigl 2001; Carver et al. 2003; Social Politics 2005). The ass出 nptionhere is that gen-
der analysis is about questions of equality and inclusion, which can e凶 tOU民idea
feminist politics也atcalls attention to exploitive relations of racist, heteronormative 
patriarchy that m乱keup our daily lives as well as our politico却 10wledgepractices 
(Lorde 2001). 
However, gender mai・πstreamiη.gis an intense site of struggle that manifests and mobil” 

izes in different ways. A feminist sensibility of釦 ti-imperialsta記念ameworksdiscusses 
gender m必nstrear浪ingas主 theoretical,material, and political project of translating 
回 dtransfoロninggender within the企ameworksof the state (state machinery）ぉ one
avenue among many to explicitly analyze global gender inequities in theorγand 
practiceぉ wellぉ rebuild位ansnatiom¥lframeworks of gender eq凶qand justice 
山ebowitz2002, 2008; Carney 2003; Rai 2003; Arat 2007). The expanded incorpo見？

tion of women注toexploitative paid and unpaid labor has proliferated women’s 
movements on a local and global scale (Moghadam 1993; Naples and Desai 2002; 
Agathangelou 2004; Moghadam 2005; Rai 2007). Other feminists have focused on 
出E 釘ansnationalemergence and development of feminisms (Alvarez 2000; Sarker 
2007; Conway 2008）.τ'hese fem凶 s包 suggesttl1at much of this位ansnationalmobilizing 
has also to do wi白 血einstitutionalization of women’s issues and gender mains佐E釘n-
ing that took place through the implementation of the UN Decade for Women 
(1975-85）阻dthe global UN conferences of the 1990s as well as the World Bank’s 
projecぉtointegrate women in global circuits. For ex釘nple,in addition to出E1985 
Nairobi Conference, the Beijing preparatory process and the conference itself was 
critical-in expanding women’s spatial praxis in the local, national, regional, and inter-
national realms. 
There are solidarities and difference within these articulations that have informed 

deeper and more comp五catedstruggles within IR. Again, Zalewski (2007a) notes that 
the emergence of sひ-called“neo-feminist”scholarship,which adopts a ~ositivist 
approach to gendered reseaτch in order to document men’s experiences in inter-
national politics, marks a growing schism between feminis.t scholarship and gender 
analyses. Zalewski perceives this schismぉ representingan attempt to recuperate GIR 
into the discipline while leaving出emainstream unaltered, and counterposes this 
to a more位ansformativefeminist engagement that seeks to unsettle the discipline. 
Her suggestion is出atthe con出 ued“misunderstandings”betweenfeminist and鼠
scholars, which many GIR scholars have bemoaned, may actually conむibuteto this 
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m most disciplines including the “com訟 onsense”of IR, which has certainly been 
influenced by gendered politics even though it claims an objectivity that is 'belied 
?Y the claims of many of its critics including feminist IR. Feminist scholarship in 
山田ationalrelations has not only interrogated出E II問山istunde抑 I山長 of
mam位E翻 訳but has also demonstrated how feminist IR provides more nuanced 
and d1ぽerentunderstandings of IR. 

Howeveζfe凶 nistIR is too often positioned, both by mainstream IR and mainstream 
feminist IR，ぉahomogenous group. The continued focuses on“global gender equity，＇’ 
P訂 ticularlybecause of the way the geopolitical knowledge of gender is codified and 
heard through liberal合ameworksof equali切 disengagestransnational feminist 
politics. Such positioning of feminist IR elides the contesta丘ons,contradictions, ar d 
nuances of m出 plefeminisms出atcomp託s cirζu 
geopolitical agendお withinand between feminist and postcolonial IR While it is a 
constant s廿ugglewithin IR for the mainstream to acknowledge泣ieproductivities of 
marginalized knowledges such as fe出 nistand postcolonial, this struggle continues 
to feed segregated politics that erase racial, gendeζsexual，叩dnational violences 
within th巴“subthemes.”Such lack of attention to也emultilayered processes of mar-
sinalization within the m呼 nal，組dthe continual remarking of legitimate feminist 
Jodies, is a t~chnology of empire中atpushes people~ to the m紅 ginsand incapacitates 
:hemぉ legitimateactors and decis10n makers of their communities and world politics 
述 such.While it is because of the critical works of foundationれ cholarsof f:minist 
仮設iatwe areぬleto expand出egeopolitical terrains of global politics in this piece, 
11e take附 OU均出em出国deof fem凶 ttheories and立 制hodsthat叫 gestb~und
凶~s and 15eopolitical power ~oves both“inside”and“0凶 ide”offe凶 nistcommunities 
md require con出 ual~eflecむon and critique of出ehistories of knowledge relations 
:hat enable the naming of feminist territories. 

~~e IRferr印 i脳 havepenetrat吉村ieseemingly impenetrable "fortress IR，＇’也君 se
・emmisms have also engendered their own exclusions and forced incapacitations 
:sylvester 1994, 2008). Works such as Biswas (2002), Chowdhry and Nair （ ~002), and 
~ga中angelou and Ling (2004b) ill出国tehow claims of early and even some current 
emmist scholarship based onεssentialized categories of women have left other social 

~l~~~＂：.：：！~~：.~~~＇..＇.d~むお’s~；；~~ta~~:1！~~e;~~~ ~~出~rd~~：
ntemational order in discourses of righ民 law,security and development thrm吋ithe 
ぽ ge中gof“women”in O出ergeographical lo凶 onswi伽叫 ctical and analvtical 
i町 ntionto回 nsnationalj凶 cee的可assumingthat violence is of the“出ere?.;nd
》Uおideof the production of the“here.”The genealogy of feminist IR (the first world、
nuch like mains位・earnIR, remむs~urocen回c, and也egate-keepi珂practicesan~ 
出 tegiesof knowledge production ignore and make invisible non”・European philo-
ophical traditions and political and s?cial practices (Agathangelou and Lir庁2009、
)e叩ite出巴 recentfeminist schola尚早 onIR and the relations (albeit rid~en 討4
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many spatial tensions) of race, clぉsandgend同 anddespite the mea culpぉ offeminist 
scholars elsewhere, mainstream feminist IR has not given serious attention to也e
relations between their own geopolitical constitution and other feminisms who have 
not fallen in step with the universal claims about women and gender. 
The segregation and division of different epistemological engagements and other 

kinds of practices within IR has been a central process and works to mystify their 
co・constitutivehistories, unequal divisions of labor and mal•ζ.es difficult the raising of 
questions about its political pr砿 esthrough the naturalization一也ecanonization -
of IR, feminist也eoryand postcolonial world po出 cs.Part of the b也igingtogether of 
critical postcolonial, feminist, and postcolonial feminist IR insights is to illus位atehow 
it is crucial to consider geopolitical bodies (e.g., the s包te,peoples’physical bodies, 
regions, knowledges) generally, and the geopolitical bodies of IR (e.g., scholars, 
researchers, policy makers, and their theoretical productions) more specifically, as 
constantly fo口ningthrough位ieirstruggles, flows, moveme時， migrations,and“官ans-
national connectivities”（Grewal 2005）仕iatbegan wi白血ecritiques and theorizations 
of postcolonial仕ieoris岱．
Postcolonial feminist theory, method, and pedagogy is not new to feminist IR, and 

in fact some feminist theorizations in the Global North have reaped the intellectual 
and material benefits from也eknowledges and people of postcolonial feminism. 
However, despite intergenerational and contested conversations between feminists in 
the Global North and postcolonial feminists, dominant feminist IR fails to politically 
engage with the difficult questions of postcolonial feminismせiatnecessitates co・
constitutive analyses and historical specificities of colonialism，出perialismand capi包1・
ism within spatial political exchanges of knowledge, people and land (Turcotte 2008; 
Agathangelou in press). For example，せieworks within Chowdhry and Nair’s (2002) 
edited book detail how拭 esof power, suchぉ race,gendeζsexuality and nation, are 
mobilized through imperial企arneworksto main包inglobal inequality and violence 
for the protection of Northern interes岱.Many movements in world politics, and especi開

討lystar自宅 withthe contestation of slavery in the Americas, challenge釘 1dcontest 
the organizing principles of imperialism that naturalize violence and geopolitical 
positioning (see, e.g., Hartman 1997, 2007; McKi位 ick2006). Other postcolonial 
feminisぉcritiqued,for instance, the nation (Spivak 1988b; Kaplan et al. 1999), desむ
abilizing the us／註iembinaries built and maintained by the state, the dominant unit 
of analysis in IR, and the clashes that arise because of the political and social tensions 
embedded within imperial frameworks of racialized, gendered and classed asym” 

me位icaldichotomizations. 
The segregation and m紅 ginalizationof specific knowledge productions and contex岱

(e.g., global) and the inte目 指 thats山 hprocesses support within which such produひ
tions remain painfully ob白山・FeministIR schol訂 ship,while cl創出ngぬ他国pt“田町’

narr乱tivesof mainstream IR, often falls prey to cons官uctingsimilar truth narratives 
that do not account for the organization and spatial prぉ<lsof feminists worldwide 
(Conway 2008). For instance, gender mainstreaming, while coming from intense 
feminist S官uggles,is producing new subjecぉ tobe regulated through US counter-
terrorist services in the Niger Delta Region of Nigeria. The building of US bases and 
us甘ainingof Nigerian soldiers and private security forces are directly connected 
to academic knowled~e formations within the Global North whose focus is on how to 
“secure”women within conflict zones. Tal~e, for example, the recent collaborative 
work at Georgetown University between Women in International Securi匂（WIIS)and 
us A封印 Command(AFRICOM）出at“br[ought]together the varying perspectives 
among exper岱合omacademic, military, goveロrmentaland non-governmental organ-
izations [ ... ] to discuss the cuπent progress and future of US A会icaCommand" 
through a discussion of the写D”security企arnework(Development, Diplomacy and 
Defense), which advocates an integrated approach to achieving its goals of peace, 
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stability and prosperi匂rin A会ica(Skinner 2008; Turcotte 2008; see also Priori句叫おca
Network 2009）ー

Though one may say the relationship of feminist IR is not directly connected to 
this project, dominant IR epistemologies on security, women and conflict zones a児

informinl? and are informed by出esepro4ects and, in fact, the membership i:u such 
organizations often cross over. Collaborations of state and feminist academia recon-
stitute加 perialknowledge exchange, and materialize state regulatory practices of 
development and militarization on geopolitical sites. C6nsi白 ringsuch fe凶 nistcol-
laboration alongside出einsigh岱 ofpostcolonial and甘 叩snationalfem凶 sttheories 
reveals出atthis form of feminist collaboration markets, targets, and regula包swomen’s 
bodies from the Global South in violent ways (Agath回 gelou2004a, 2004b; Alexander 
2005; Grewal 2005; Nnaemeka 2005a; Mohanty 2006). These epistemologies allow us 
to place the geopolitical agendぉ offeminists (protecting women) as the feminist 
concern rather than addressing the larger geopolitical structures of violence that 
necessitate such constructions of protection (Agathangelou 2000; Agathangelou昭 d
日ng2003; Lipschutz and Turcotte 2005). Such feminist agendas essentialize, localize, 
transnationalizeぉidregulate位ansnationalfeminist possibilities and bodies through 
なnperialand capitalist patriarchal sensibilities. Disregarding the histories of labor, 
Third World-postcolonial一回nsnationalfeminists have provided feminisms at different 
sites, further con凶butingto the mistrust of North-South solidarities by transnational 
feminis岱 andalso to the discourses of “feminist failure”by mainstream IR theorists. 
How and why do these imperial logics continuεto propagate? 

Eurocentrism阻 dIR Feminisms 

Grovogui’s (2006) critique of Eurocentrism臼 doccidentalist understandings of出e
postwar order, its institutions and political processes opens up a conceptual and 
political space for us to view the 予resent”anew.By dロ:wingon a group of A恒 can
intellectuals’formulations of power, interest，的icsand experiences of su時ec断切
Grovo伊.Iiarticulates political possibilities“beyond”anarchy outside of thεstrictures 
::if Western political formations. Andぉ Muppidi(2004:21) argues following Fanon, 
mch colonial globalities“rely on coercive power -the capacity to inflict violence and 
:ontrol the conditions of living -to be effective”組dthus，“it is often only counte子
nolence出atopens up a space for the acknowled伊 entof difference.”D伊rence,
:he acknowledgment of and political commitment to, continues to be an area of 
:ontention within the vぽ ioussites of IR and the main vehicle of geopolitical segrega-
:ion, including what comes to be understood as“伝ロunistIR” 
Much debate and contestation of the approaches of hegemonic Western”White and 

¥nglo-Arnerican feminist theorizatio!).S on the issues of sexual differentiation as sub-
1tantive factors of feminist experience, method, knowledge and p四 cticebrought to 
:he fore the significance of theorisぜ locationand泣ieeffect of this location閉 会 辺n-
ng and articulating a politics of disruption against imperial and colop.izing practices. 
Norks such as Grewal and Kaplan (1994), Hurtado (1996), Alexander and Mohanty 
)997), Narayan (1997), Kaplan et al. (1999), Rowley (2003), Alexander (2005), and 
imi也（2005)all intervene in the project offeminismぉ ahomogenous, unified area 
>f study by complicating the su埼ectof “woman”出rough佐官isnationalattention to 
;endeζrace, class, religion, and sexuality, which re企amesa feminist pr ject of soli-
larity from equality righ岱 protectionto one that con会ontscomplicities in violence 
hrough anti-imperialist, anti-racist，むidan佐capitalistframes of knowledge. 
Anglo畑 erican，桃山rn-Whiteand neoliberal feminist responses to such theoriza:” 

ions and critiques manifested in “new”modes of global feminism with claims of 
.ttentiveness to different needs of feminism and feminist su司ec岱 aroundthe globe. 
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We take Global Feminisms (see Basu 1995) here to mean those feminists whose work 

•• ~§~吉富田日［~；；~~昔話拙human rights ad；；；叫ropera血 gthrough ir加工凶onal必dorganizations and \o＂~t-
ical and le-' mechanisms of the United Nations. UN conferences on women nave 
been criti白.＇：dfor批 irreliance on…tern liberal frame';'.o~k”（Chowdhry 2009:53). 
This work departed 企omearlier attemp包 ininternationalizing feminisms work that 
むewon bo~ 出e political economy of批 ir附 I凶 onalstructures but also the 

colonial continued dependencies: 

~h：~~~~~；公認：？品目出：：~；；~o!a詑；~t~~~·~：~：~’e~；t！~o~~：i~~！
wornザs何回…，出dmovem巴凶around出eworld.向 importan匂批判stioned

e~tsanP~詑諮問r~~~~m:!s＼~~o~，；~むなお.y＝~：おおむE詑t岱
collec~on, however, did not adeq閥均 addresswas hegemoni 

泣：：己iむt：；立~~~~~~；stha;~：：~ti~：i~~~二~：e：~~：ニ~de~~~~；；；：~） b巴tもveenU s 
anti”.racist/third world feminisms and third world/transnational feminisms・（p.53) 

~~~~~~e 0{0 ~~~~·；古~：~~ ~~nFf~~~~~l~：nf~i~：c記念t：エロ出
託子詰~~おせは；c~~~~；：7~n~~~；~~宮部；~ti！~~＼~e:！：：立：：i
modes and people-who embody feminist work. More叫中eやたm泊i抱 foreclose
what Narayan (1997:39) argues the political project of femimsts is: 

[A]s femi耐 swe need to attend both to i別 es抗出inp訂 ticul紅 nationsand to明アt
transnational or international issues if we '!-re to achieve greater justice within particular 
nations，四dgreater global justice in an increasingly interdependent world. 

Similarly DeF悶間nciscoet al. (2003), Moh却匂（2006),Inci 

~~I弘；~~o：~i
∞岱ibi~oloζThird World, Gl~bal Sou出， and闘 n釦証tionalfe工nini
DO出 c心 consti tu巴nciesstruggle to articulate their opposition to gender essentialisms 

＝：革~~盟詰；~＆~；謎守3罷出器~：~~J結19邸a;'ilohantv et al. 1991; Nnaemeka 2005b; Eisenstein 2仰）喪Lm釦 yof出es
scholars and ιkno前edgesproduced抗出血esecritical frameworks -bo:!1合om
the Global South and the Global Northー紅erelegated to the margins and as 
metrical!-・ located on the varied knowledge matrices of the academy (Shohat 1998; 
A仲間~elou and Ling 2002). Segrega由民伽丸山町ialrelations凶 at恥 l州
of everyday social relations泊 theworld “we hve in and also in the formation of 
knowledge becomes strategies of violence fundamental to the formation of thド inter-

~~~~！官官誌己認コ：~~~~~~~官，~ai~~~~；~~e~；F：；は
practices d国 relegatesome consistently to tlギ~店詐lS of戸efield itse比
Manv of these divisions are embodied by fem1ms岱 worldwide,which implicate them 

in the ~~ys 自ey approach and do politiは Muchof the work produced by feminists 

一一一一一 一一一一一一
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in the West, the European context, the Global North has focused on the development 
of也eirspaces and their own lives greatly at the expense of others at the margins 
and “outside”of their own environments, and thus much critique has been done by 
women and feminists outside these dominant sites of knowledge production. For 
exむnple,at the UN Conference on Women held in Copenhagen in 1980, a signific叩 t
number of women 合omthe Global North advocated foc田ingon issues they perceived 
ぉ commonto all women despite differences within nationality, race and class. This 
feminist posi丘onwぉ stronglyopposed by a small number of First World women 
whereas Third World women present argued that gender oppression c間口otbe sep-
arated企omnational, clぉs,or racial oppressions ( Caga包yet al. 1986). At th巴second
UN Conference on the Status of Women in Nairobi in 1985, an increased number 
of research and activist work drew on gend同class,and racial exploi也tionand oppres-
sions. These knowledges were integrated in a manner that exposed the multifaceted 
relations of power and violence on multiple scales including women’s own bodies, 
their ecologies, and above all their resources of survival (Shiva 1996) and their effect 
on women’s and men’s lives depending on their structural and institutional locations 
in the world. Through such Third World feminists' critiques, First World feminis岱
realized that food and poverty are fe凶 nistissues, and First World feminis岱’ critiques
of the centrali匂ofsexual relations pushed Third World feminists to s包託integrating
gender more explicitly in their work and in national liberation movements (see, e.g., 
Stichter and Parp訂 t1988; Mikell 1997; Ackerly et al. 2006). 

Other Third World and transnational feminis岱（seeAlexander and Mohanty 1997) 
further problematized the use of feminists’concepts in different contexts by suggest-
ing出atthe specificity and geographic location of a woman’s life is crucial in紅 ticu幽

la ting s回 tegiesfor change (see also Chang 2000; Kirk and Okazawa-Rey 2000; Shohat 
2002; Falcon 2006; Kuokkanen 2008). Such postcolonial and transnational feminist 
theorizations emerged out of decolonizing struggles. Much of this theorization brought 
to the fore that much description and articulation of revolutionarγprojec臼 cannot. 
be done without theorizing gender relations while recognizing that gender struggles 
can be reformist if they do not take into account other axes of pow同 includingthe 
structures which make them possible. Such theorizations acknowledge that the spatial 
praxis that potentiates violence and the need for s往時gleagainst such prぉdsincludes 
the ecologies and social rela註onsthat people are part of and embody. Anne McClintock 
(1997) articulates this geopo出 calcomplexity of feminist relations and theorizations 
for change. 

There is not only one fe出 nism,nor is there only one pa凶訂chy.Feminism is imperial-
ist when it pu岱 theint邑restsぉ1dneeds of privileged women in訂nperialistcoun剖es
above the local needs of disempowered women and men, borrowing from pa剖archal 
privilege. In the last decade, wom巴苧 ofcolor have been vehement in challenging privi” 

leged feminists who don’t recognize their own racial and class power. (p. 109) 

Such insights disrupt the not so easily seen segregations of feminist social relations, 
and their epistemologies within which such relations become constituted and founded 
-including critiques, categories, knowledges, conditions of possib江ityof generating 
living ideぉ－ and becom巴 part組 dparcel of our eve巧daystruggles. The idea of a 
universal context and “global”or feminist Ilえisonly made possible through the cor-
doning off of sep紅 ategeographical territori巴s(see also Massey 1994). This simultan-
eous enac殴ientand erasure of dif王erenceand multiplicity wi出 nfeminism and between 
feロlinistscholars perpetuates segregation, distrust，む1dimperial orders. 

Such attention also exposes how feminisms and IR deal with difference byぉsum泌g
the world divided into domestic and international, relegating it into those spaces 
outside the dominant“interstate s佐ucture”violence.Consider how we, as scholars; 
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；、：d巴cl訂邑 our“ 訂Eお” ofinterest, res巴archand teaching, how we target O町 subjectsan 
: ohi巴c岱 ofstudy a工idour audiencesお away to indicate our intellectual, activist, and 
…policy commu.:iitiesーtodelineate who we are in conver，凶onwith and what ~e
works we訂 ebuilding. This process, while crea白igsome forms of community, relies 
on the segregation and exclusion of Other unnamed communities as if they are. ~ot 
related to each other or as首位iereis .no attentiveness to how such commumties 
enable the naming of one’s community in the first place. Engagements suchぉ these
suggest the concep如 alizationsof the international that require these kinds of violence 
to be consolidated. For ins四 ce,Narayan and Harding (2000：也i)have argued tha~ 
ignoring“in凶tutional,socie凶， andcivil包ationalor philosophicおrmsofse守m悶？
androcen釘ism也athave exerted the most powerful effec岱 onwomen’s and mens 
lives -theおrmsleast visible 匂国 inour daily lives”一 isproblematic andお中er
allows exploitations and oppressions based on the regimes of race, class, sexuallt y ， 

nationaliiY a 陀 gio工iali
F巴立linistgeopolitical f旨a立ieworksallow us to draw out the connections and con司

tε抱註onsof power wit!由 varioussites of global politics, particularly those 、tabl.e"
catee:ories su~h as“women”and the “state”as represented by some m academia, 
ac制stand policy訂 enぉ.Destabilizing categoriesぉ amethod opens up unimaginable 
possibilities in geopolitical and other social relations f国 neworks.As Kofman argues 

The most successful incorporation of feminist insights四 dgender issues into geopolitics 
would dismantle and democratize geopolitics such that it no longer involved the per-
sonnel of statecraft located with the most repressive echelons of the state. Real groups 
would then begin to figure in the landscapes and maps of t11e global economy and power 
elations. Geopolitics would open out into a broader context which we could call global 
political geogr百phy,in which comp紅 ativeanalyses and the local, however that is defined, 
would also be加eluded.(1996:218 cited in H戸dman2004:313) 

日戸idmansuggests that Ko会nan’s“descriptionoffeminist geopolitiαぉpiresto a more 
democratic and less punitive version o( s包 ぼ-centricrealiはgeopolitics.She also taciむ
identifies a gap in the geographical literature: that泣iescale at which secunty is 
generally conceptualized precludes collective concerns, civil groups, and individual 
_prateεti on”（p. 313). H戸idmanalso states出atit is impor包nt‘toextend and animate 
fue feminist imairination Kofman articula榔 bysuggesting伽 tafeminist geopolitical 
analvtic need n;t only dismantle th巴 do出 nantdiscours巴 ofgεopo日ticsbut subv巴rt’ 
sh if 
Inぬ erwords, a fεminist geopolitics伽 tis attentive to geographic m1;11~plici与
specificity and movement re合amesthe ways in which we accept and par区 ipatem 
regulaぬrypractices of the state, ac3:demi~ and ~urselves. 

官1emajor experiences of women m anticolomal and anticapitalist revolutions have 
highlighted the contradictions of agency within imperial structures. Even when women 
were invited into national revolutions to chむ1getheir circumstances, they often were 
invited by merげ hichlimited their own age叫， especiallyafter出丘町011'.-tion~M~a 
1997). McClintock argues, "women learn their凶 i凶 cyonly at men’S inVI凶 on.
首位＇Sis a designated ~gency -an agency by in活凶ononly [ ... ] The ferocity of the 
war wぉ such，位1eurgency so great，出atsheer structural necessity dictated the move 
[ ... ] In this way, the possibility of a distinctive feminist agency is never achieved” 
(1997:336）・ Agency，出ough,is五rrthercomplicated when not assumed through pa回－
archal representations of what“re sis包nce”isor can be in沼市セnperialistmovements. 
剖exand;;and Mohantv (1997：店計ii)define feminist democratic agencyぉ follows:
“the conscious and ong~i珂 reproduction of the terms of one's exi蹴 ncewhile taki時
responsibilitv for this process. And agency is anchored in the practice of tliinking 
of ~neself .:S' a part of ferni制 collectivities回 dorganizations”（see山 oMama 1997; 
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Mariniello and Bove 1998). Women’s relegation to the household and/ or the market 
ぉ workers~ter the decolonizing s凶 ggleso伍ci均 endedp叫 edwomen to reco符
nize and devise no干se伊 gationist泊telle出 aland praxes s回吋esthat co叫dchar品
and討ansformtheir own societies and within them theぉyrnme凶 calsocial i,-elatio~s 
of power by building on existent collectives and forming new f加工ieworksof so五darity.

Transnationalisms of Possibilities w地 inFe出 nisms.
Feminist IR and International Relations 

At the Sぉnetime, things have gone back¥伺rds.Our colleagues have been polite about 
this, but IR is in a mess, let’s face it! IR, as Christine [Sylvester] said, is in its silos, it’s in 
i也 .camps.The realists have come back, red in tooth and claw, responding to the world 

it is, but I also have to say, against what most of you believe，出atI do not think the 
post-modernist trend has been a disaster for IR and women’s righ岱 aswell. (Fred Halliday 
in Zalewski et al. 2008:170) 

Halliday's exasperation and/ or 開設ierdesperate assertion here about the field of IR 
reinsert the t巴ロnsof the debates to be about the given truths of IR. Halliday argues 
that newer possibilities require the use of“familiar”tools to produce knowledges anew 
about our lives and our global world. The予ost”modernisttrend" has n~t been, 
according to沼allid旬、 disasterfor R 叩 dwomen’s 均htsぉ well.”Thissense of 
relief is also part of an intellectual episteme that disenables us, though，をompushing 
fur今r出e,termsof出：de~ate, including the articulation of ideぉ andco悶 ptsthat 
are struggle concepts”ag包 nststructures of power四 dviolence. It is here that we 
also W阻 tto suggest that knowledge and its production is not static and linearly 
delineated. More叫 theproduction of knowledge itse広 includingwhat Hallida~ 
names“血epost-modernist位end,"emerges within町 ugglesof violen 
~う在nme凶叫 inequalities including on巴，sright to五ve-ar on己’sri店htらdie.The 
＂~~t-modemist trend" provided us with some important struggle coふptsto engage 
明 白 oureveryday livesぉ locatedand made possible within a world context.τ'his 
'trend” i~巴ぜ hぉ i岱 own “differences” wi出in. As Vi対enneJabri (in Zaleswki et al. 
2008:173) states, 

Any ideology has differences within it, and fem註iismis no exception. We’ve been rather 
incapable of acknowledging thes巴veryreal ideological differ~nces within feminist IR 
However, these differences are beginning to come to出Efore in a cont邑xtwhich some 
have referred toぉ“darktimes，” a context where violations of ri耳h岱 arenot iust 
happening in other people’s societies but here at our doorstep. ~ J 

Jabri’s nuanced position here problematizes the dominant assumption of a unified 
feminist project and she argues that the context ofviole.nce brings these “differences” 
to the fore. 

Pushing J abri’s logic further, we紅 ・guethat it is crucial to reco伊 izethat this context 
is one of unequal power s汀ugglesand contestations, which consequently affects the 
production of ideas and their effect on poweζincluding the advancement of social 
ends and the serving of social interests. For instance, some of the critical knowled1<e 
m勾 endup being appropriated and/ or collapsed like other radical struggle conceみ
叩:t.used to serve further prope均／patriarchal/impe巾 l.ends. 
Jabri goes on to state出at“feminismhistorically is a critical project [ ... ] and his-

torically feminism as a theory and practice has had a great deal to say about issues 
of war and peace”（in Zalewski et al. 2008:174). This criticality requires more th組
just a set of historically“situated knowledges”（Haraway 1991; Grewal and Kanlan 
1994) b凶 alsoa副 ofknowledgesおndamentalto the newer definitions a凶 insiht s 
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that emerge out of struggles worldwide or what some critical theorists have called出e
"transnati.onal.”This concept itself is a contested one and its meaning, valence, and 
relevance points to a multiplicity of expressions and demands. Focusing on such a 
multipliciザrequiresi包elf“s官uggleconcepぜ’ thathighlight仕iecomplexity of s位uggle
spaces and出eways sped五cand very dominant IR“units of組 alysis”mys崎Ftheir 
own res汀ucturingand sh出．
While, historically, IR theories have assumed the primacy of the state as a dominant 

unit of world poli註cs,the dramatic transformations of those world politics problem-
atized its role and raised questions about the interstate structure, the sites of political 
organizing, and the mεthods we draw upon to understand the world. Many at the 
margins of these dominant frames know that organizing in“contained units" is not 
a viable p吋ectand ends up serving against their own social interests. Much of出eir
lives is already grounded in a politics of “transnationalism”which accorded thεm at 
least the historical knowledge to recognize as problematic the dominant ideas of IR 
realist theories that sovereign power is “contained”and is itself one and the same 
with a specific teπito勾・ Experiencesof violence (i.e., human righ岱 violations)by 
mむiypeople worldwide, for instance, brought to the fore that states do not always 
protect the interests of all their citizens and/ or workers. Many decisions about the 
majori匂rof the world’S peoples happened wi也泊甘ansnationalspaces (e.g., organiza-
tions like the IMF and the World Bank malcing decisions about the most intimate 
aspec岱 ofpeople’s lives, such as reproduction in Bangladesh; courts like the European 
Courts deciding on human rights violations, etc.; the violations by corporations within 
the Global South). Within this struggle context, dominant epistemes about the "inter-
national" (i.e., the most central unit of analysis and politics is the state; the m場or
decision maker about violations should be the state) and feminist issues became more 
位羽snationalized,and consεquently feminists started organizing and articulating 
feminist questions and possibilities for a spatial praxis of transnational connections 
and solidarities. 
What would a feminist in the US do with出巴 violationsthat were talcing place, for 

ins包nce,in Afghanistan a炉nstwomen.and also Afghani peoples，ぉ theywere racial備

ized, classed, and sexualized within the world context? See, for instance, how Incite!, 
a US based orgむiizationof women of color, responded to this question：“At this 
moment in Afghanis億九 womenare living with the return of出eTaliban and other 
misogynistic groups such as the Northern Alliance, a US ally, and with the violence 
of continuing US and NATO attacks on civilians, despite the US war to‘liberate’ 
Afghan women in 2001”山icite!Women of Color against Violence 2008). 

て［ransnationalismis. not merely a given but is itself a contested idea and practice 
(Alexander 2005; Grewal 2005; Arat-Ko¥'. 2007). Through its development, many fem” 

inists continue to ask what malces certain feminist practices“transnational”while so 
many others remain somehow “local"? Is ?eographic grounding in New York at the 
UN more transnational than a “local”feminism, say of a rural women’s movement in 
Brazil that isせ10roughlyplace-based, while simultaneously enmeshed in the transna-
註onalfeminist flows of donor money, academic ideas, and orgむiizationallin1仁ages,as 
so brilliantly demonstrated by Millie Thayer (2001)? Can we even speak of a single 
phenomenon，“往信isnationalfeminism，” with specific modalities, as Desai (2005) 
seems to imply? Other questions that have emerged and become centralized, especially 
since the 1995 Beijing Women’s Conference, are about: the relationship between 
feminism as a goal and women’s movementsぉ aform of organization; the ways 
feminis岱 couldwork官印snationallyand how has this changed since Beijing; how 
histories and contempor叫 Funderstandings and politics about nation臥statesshape 
fernini由’ workin a transnational realm; how the language of universal human rights 
is mobilized and for whose purposes；出ere町 田 国ringof capi包lat the end of the 
Cold War and how international power has moved attention away from an East-West 
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~：e t~sSie~~~~~~~~~~~：~~~泣~~~g：~!1:!I?what relations均出femini拍

車出盟諸器時間 change訂 enecessitated to create自立erentpossi凶 itiesfor transnational solid包括es?
Claims of E訂 Iyand even some cuηent feminist scholarship based on essentialized 

誠 E伊 riesof wor田 nhave n?.t engaged wi也 othersocial rei~tions sigr胡 cantin the 
'.ormati~1: of glo出 politics(1ム race,bodメabili切sexuali切巴tc.).Additionally，泣

1 i $ 加山Pco干包nuesto assurr ioler お戸悦勾d勾O耐 ofge叩愉sb~pro 
no包ng出 Emamstreaming of gender耳ザithmmternational justic巴discoursesof rights, 

：：説明~~：F~r:~~~：記長（~g誌な~~），~~：~nl~~二玄関Y
・emams .11.urocentric, and some of出egatekeeping practices and strategies of kn側：
edge production do not批 eseriously engagements with no凶 uropean~hl~osophical 
戸d!tionsand political and social practices (Grovog凶 2006）・ Despite出E recent 
emmist schol吋 ip0地 ar山 he的 tions(albeit ridden with man沖地ltensior叫
が戸ce,class and gendeζand despite the mea culpぉ offeminist scholars elsewhere, 
namstream feminist IR has not given s巴riousatten討onto the relations betwe巴nits 
=g芭opoli丘叫 co吋 1凶O and ot femi 
一Tu一討ersalclaims about women and gender. 
Agam, postcolonial .feminist theory, method and pedagogy are not new to feminist 

R However, despite mtergenerational and contested conversations between femin帽

コよal~ee~~~；:!wr~r:e ':I'~!u~：誌記sf~~~！~~~l~~：iどよ；n~~~i：：~ !c！~~~~ 
・0・constitutiveanalyses and historical specificities of colonialism, irr perialism and 

~~EEぉ~~：：：~:ii~f~：記号出私立OE~~~~i取；：：り山~onzmg 地位則enc~ ~nd promulgating its policies 叩 dthus perhaps the 
~ost impor包ntpart of出ismtellectual project is the inte;rogation of the 、ation＇’
nthin the geopolitics of feminist IR. Postcolonial feminist critiques of the nation 
lestabilizeせieus/them binaries built and maintained by出estate, and the clashes 
hat rise because of the political and social t告nsionsembedded within imperial企むne-
1orks of凶 alized,gendered, and出 ssed徳間脱出caldicho加 nizatl；瓜 Elidin!! 
h~ labors of Third World-postcolon誠 一 回lS叫 onalfemini路 con討ibutesto ；~ 
l!S凶 stof Nor出－South~olidarities by回 nsnationalfeminisお四dto the discourse 

！~：~~；：まlu山y悶ns釘earn 毘；heo討臨 E王ow叫whydo加 elogics cor u 
s 

Part of d工・sprocess is enabled by the ways in which weお scholarsand acti吋sts 
ithin the Global North are conditioned to“see”ourselvesぉ separate仕omeach 
ther through geopoliti叫 町i回 ializationar山 egregationand alιas出E“femir加

盟i主主唱謹話E~~~~＊：野~＇.~；苦詰缶詰it~r:1ist p呼 ct.In Conw勾，s叫 由 ofthe Work 

~~：：~sfJ日：~:i~~~fi；ぷ誌はe~~~~~e~na~~ec;;:i~~~：:SU~fa~；認~；~：立
~~~；d ~~：~~~~ ;e~c;~~~~~： ~~~~：！~；~~~co：~~~~~~~~~＝：~~s:s~~~；r~e~~l~ 
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violence against women, in place-specific terms. These sensiti吋tiesto the intersecting 
politics of place and difference in官官isnationalmovement practice intersect, notably 
and inseparabl予witha politics of class in the M訂 ch’si::raxis. Increぉingly，仕ieWMWis
rooted in the survival s佐ugglesof poor women and is aligned with mass Fおsroots
econo凶 C:justicemovemen岱 likethe international peasant confederation吋aCampesina. 
It is cons町uctinga feminist transnationalism, a network of spatial connectivity, linking 
the experiences, s釘uggles,and politics of poor women across vast expanses of space 
without erasing their differences or denigrating their localness. (2008:221) 

As Conw勾 explains,it is especially crucial to centralize geography, space, and place 
and networks while also attending to the relations and movemen包 出at包keplace 
simultaneously at different scales. Epistemological emphases on the experiences, 
S凶 ggles,and politics across a vast expanse of space without erasing and/ or forcing 
incapacitation of localities enable us to also historicize and understand revolutionary 
movements such as de-linking (Amin 1989) rather than segregate them as a “local” 
moment and movement. Howev叫 theimaginative realities ofFirstWorldism produce 
narratives of vanguard feminism that maintain global inequali匂Fthrough neoliberal 
appropriations (Zalewski et al. 2008). In short, epistemological segregations become 
the conditions of the further possibility of (re )production of imperial capital relations 
with their investments in profit, fear, and ontological (in)securities. 
Feminists do not share the“global”equally, nor in the same way. Recognizing this 

お戸nmetricalembodiment of the global many times located and articulated feminists 
in fundamentally opposirlg ways. Orぉ Hartsockexplains, "the vision of each [group] 
will represent回 inversionof the oth叫 andirl systems of domination the vision avail” 

able to the rulers will be bo也 partialand perverse”（1983:232). Globalization requires 
new ways of approaching social relations and new methods of achieving social justice. 
Fraser (2003) draws out some ofせiecomplexities of intensified restructuring and 
need to re-create the possibili匂 ofjustice within them. Beginning wi白血emost 
dominant leaderむidarticulator of imperial and capital relations, the US society, 
Fraser (2003) tells us systematically of the shifts from a Fordist mode of production 
to a post-Fordist，をoma strong manufaヰ出ringsociety to a more knowledge-based 
socie匂Fwith implications on labor relations and modes of organizing. She also high-
lights the shift企omstrong states, which steer the domestic capacities to a more 
globalizing order出atdoes not any longer contain contestations, to merely class as 
such changes紅 eembodied at many拭 esof subordination. These changes demand 
new strategies to account for the manyぉymmetries出atfeminisぉ andfe凶 nisms
embody in the world, and particularly given the contemporaηr world situation of 
global warfare -tal~e the feste由1gsore of Afghanistan and Iraq for exampleー（re)
colonial globality and its consolidation is cen回 lizedぉ afemirlist question (Aga出邸gelou
2003; Spivak 2003; Tadiar 2003; Davis 2005; Mohanty 2006; Rai 2007). 
How do the United States’claims to global leadership based on its self-imageぉ a

leading proponent of “合eedom”anddemocracy depend on non-democratic and 
nonjust relations? How does the US Identity, and within it First World Feminism(s), 
draw on a (neo) liberal-colonial irnagin紅 ythat is simultaneously enacting and erasing 
violence and geopolitical segregation as a hegemonic way of justice? How does such 
a (neo) liberal”colonial imaginaη－ one in which“the global is consistently colonized 
by出eAmerican national" (Muppidi 2004:74), one that is dominated by the idea也氏

“wh乱tis particul訂 toせieUnited States is actually universal" (p. 65) and one where 
“Others釘 Enever really rational enough, moral enough, or powe品ilenough to be 
seenぉ one’sequals.”（p. 67) -disenable productive forms of engagement with出e
“Others”of the world? How are we as IR and feminist scholar-activists complicit in 
and/ or contesting such processes of marketing gender for global consumption? What 
are the ways in which feminisms of critical geographiesζan provide a space to re会主me
and build multiple possibilities of solidarity? 
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Transitions and Rewritings 

Several Third ".Vorld, po紅 olonial,Global South叩 d釘叩釦ati on討 fem
lenge泣1e“origmarystatus”of Westεrn feminism asせ1emainstre釘nby calling for a 
compむコ1tive,relational feminist praxis that is官ansnationalin its response and engages 
ヂ白 globalproce蹴 sof coloni出 onand neo-imperialisms. These仕 組eworksallow 
for ~e~ognizing the context within which the relationality of social relations, includir町

長mm1stones, and恥 variousartic叫ationswithin the context of江ll

on a global scale ar巴possible(Shohat 2002). To負lrther;bell hooks argues 

To me, feminism is not simply a struggle to end male chauvinism or a movement to 
ensure that women will have equal righ岱 withmen; it is a co江unitmentto eradicatin!! 
the ideology of domination thぽ perr悶ヤsWestern州 ureon various levels -s叫 rac~~
and class, to nぉnea few -and a comm1回 entto reor酔nizing[US] society so that the 
self-development of people c担包keprecedence over imperialism, economic expansion, 
and material desires. (1981:19←5). 

hool~’ epi勾molo釘必srup岱たmiriis.tmainstreams and problematizes feminismぉ

mere1y a pr句ectto mtegrateγomen mto structures of dominance and exploitation. 
手記highlighぉthatdomi醐 ionis I肌 about"men”and"women" being-“bad”but rather 
me w勾 imperialdomination permeates all of our lives by conseq~ently cutti碍 off
抑制ib出esof self and communal development. The central碍 ectof irnperi蜘 n
:s ~ere勿出 own economic expa干sionand material desires at the expense of the 
:rn＇日orityof peoples. Thus, a femirnst movement has to engage wiせ1this problematic. 
The po路ibili託esof回 n伽 rderand出 n

:onfront empire be扉nwith this questioning of the geographies of knowledge. The 
.vorks we have discussed here are rarely put together as such in the confia11rations of 
R，長rniriist尽，組dpo政 olonialIR. Through ourぼxtualiriterdictions，ぶ b市原n15
:oge出erof sites :iot normally put together (Spivak 2003), we are sugges出 gthat multi-
md in~erdis匂lmary work is a critical practice of :D自由ismsof criti叫 geographies.
)isciplm紅 ytravelirig (and sometimes exile) can open up understanding-s of academic 
せolenceand geopolitics more broadly beca悶 itenables 阻巴n伊gemen~wi出 histo丘
】ftr叩 snationalsolidarities not always recognizable withi工Ione disciplin訂アlocation.
；王owdo w巴 practic巴 feministIR, when the mainstay of our theories and methods i s 
:onstituted through the dictated企amewor1主sof heteropa往iarchyand/ or whiteness? 
liul~－.and inter 
numties, which have to consider what it meむ1sto create and be accountable to 
nultiple formulations of community -bringing together postcolonial and feminist 
nsights can transform geopolitical prは es.τ'heattention to knowledge production 
llld formation, and how one particip♀teswi也inthem，紅eone en往ypoirit irito bu日正L
ng a企ameworkof femiriisms of critical geographies that speak to larger conversations 
1f globalj田 ticeby bringing us into closer pro泊 nitywith one another. 
Practices of proximity necessitate a movement of critical attention to what we read, 

：~at we.wri民 whowe write討出，回dwhat types of comrnur雌 eswe form and o；~~ 
lC伊 tem on various levels. Agathangelou (2004) explains that various creation~ of 
olidarity enact “alternative ontolog[ies] [ ... ] that exp叩［d]the horizons oflirni出町

ocial self.・understandi噌＂ and it is the bu拙 ng山 lltipleglobal communities (i二
4中athe self nongovernmen凶 organi剖 io叫 neigh加点oods，釘enゐhips,acade;ic-
ctivist arenas) through daily struggles, knowledge exchange, ai system凶i~c己nnection
Jat“constitute a‘movemεnt irI progress' to change the racialized阻 dgendered 
ivisions of labor" that pe中E如 ateglobal inequalities and territorialize possibilities 
fj~~~ce (153-4; see地oTur似 te2008）・ Theconsti印刷 offeminist p~；；；s 絞めis
コecincmoment requires that we understand its foπnation, constitution, and its 
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conditions of possibility by always accounting for its place, space, and multiple scalar 
nodes it connects with and/ or is disrupted by. 
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Introduction 

This essay focuses on the insights that have been provided by the evolving and now 
voluminous literature on the global organization of finance. With regard to organiz必
tion, a conむibutionof this literature has been to show that popular images that 
obscure the organized character of global finance, such as those that picture it as 
ephemeral flows of electronic signals or atomized釘 m’slength market transactions 
responding to an invisible hand, are misleading. As this essay will show, there are 
numerous ways in which the global orgaηiz.ation of finance has been analyzed, includ-
ing understanding the role played by states, by廿ansnationalpublic sector regulatory 
bodies, by the structural propεrties of capitalism, by ideas and ideologies, or by the 
discursive properties of risk models or business practices，むnongothers. A number 
of topics that in other contex包 mightbe included in discussions of global finance 
are not the focus of this essay because出eyappear elsewhere in this compendium, 
including money, sovereign debt, financial crises, foreign direct investment, the 
political economy of development, and formal international organizations suchぉ

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. There is also a large 
literature on technical or more purely ξconomic aspecぉofglobal financial marke民
such as how to price derivatives, that is not included in this review, in part because 
the lack of attention to power or to the state in such work leaves it outside the 
boundaries of the field of international political economy. The literature’s trea包nent
of the role of org叩 izationin the very rapid growth of transnational financial m訂 kets
over the pぉthalf cen回 ryis the focus of this essay. 
This essay discusses both the empirical and theoretical implications of血eliterature 

it reviews. Empirically the literature has added new topics as they have emerged with 
出egrowth of the global釦iancialsystem, but also in response to theoretical innova” 

tions that have suggested new lines of inquiヰ Inits earlier days a key task for the 
literature was to iden崎Fthe relative importance of s包tes,marke包， technology,and 
other factors in explruning the rapid grow也 ofglobal finance in the 1960s and 1970s. 
By出e1990s也eliterature devoted attention to thぢgreatercomplexity that wasεvident 
in global五nanceas traditional bank lending wぉ increasinglydisplaced by other types 
of financial instruments, such as bonds, eq凶ties,and derivatives, which were also 
spreading geograi:hically to influence“emerging; markets”in the developing world 
and in the countries in transition from communism. Theoretically the literature on 
出eglobal organization of finance has been inspired by and has contributed to dεbat吉S
and trends in也e1釘 gerliteratures to which it is connected. In its earlier days the 
three categories that were typically used, with varying labels, to distinguish m場or
theoretical釘endsin the fields of International Relations (IR) and International 
Political Economy (IPE) -realism, liberalism, and Marxism -could fairly easily be 
applied to the study of the global organization of finance as well. However, this three” 

fold distinction is inadequate today. Many other approaches are evident now, some 


